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about bea pernia
Bea Pernia founded Bea Interiors Design, the internationally recognized residential, 

commercial, hospitality, and collectible furniture design house in Miami’s Design District in 

2012. Her debut furniture design “Circle of Trust,” was featured at Art Basel 2017, and at the art 

auction, Anónimo, at the Bass Museum during Art Miami. Bea also provided the concept design 

for Anónimo in 2018 at the Faena Forum during Art Basel. In 2021, Bea debuted the ATUS 

collection at Design Miami. In 2023, Bea Pernia and Art + Loom presented the “Art of Formation” 

collection at Alcova during Salone del Mobile. In 2022, Bea Pernia was the NY Product Design 

Award winner, Iconic Awards Innovative Interior designer, and in 2023 she was the winner of the 

Prize Design for Modern Furniture + Lighting by Global Design News, The Chicago Athenaeum 

Museum Award for Architecture and the Design, the German Design Awards. Bea  Pernia is a 

member of the AD Pro Directory and represented by Galerie Philia. She has been featured in 

Architectural Digest, Surface, Galerie, Haute Living, Hola, Business of Home, Forbes, Design Milk, 

Interior Design, and more.



Renowned Interior Designer and Artist Bea Pernia blends sculpture and functional 

design with "The Beat" Collection, inspired by the rhythmic pulse of the heart, music, 

and art. Each piece features exquisite marble and upholstery crafted from sustainable 

pineapple and mushroom leather, creating a captivating synergy of healing energy and 

aesthetic allure. Experience the transformative fusion of art and utility in this 

thought-provoking collection.



The Distinctive Credenza Bar features a unique aesthetic with seamlessly integrated 

bubble-formed sections, creating a dynamic and visually engaging texture. The playful 

curves and irregular shapes add an artistic and contemporary touch, captivating the 

eye. Supported by a solid stone marble base, the credenza exudes timeless elegance 

and stability, serving as a luxurious foundation that elevates the overall aesthetic. More 

than a functional storage solution, this credenza is a sculptural statement piece that 

blends avant-garde design with the enduring beauty of solid stone marble, bringing 

artistry and sophistication to any space.

the beat credenza 

60''W X 15''DX34''H
Price upon the request



cocoon lounger
Lounger that seamlessly merges luxury with 

comfort, standing on solid marble legs that 

exudes timeless sophistication. The chair's 

design is a harmonious blend of modern 

aesthetics and comfort featuring a seat that 

cradles the body, provoking a sense of welcome 

and coziness. The chair itself features plush 

upholstery, providing a soft and inviting touch 

that complements the cool, sleek surface of the 

marble. 

26 1/2'' W X 38''D X 40''H
Price upon the request



Stylish poufs effortlessly combine to form a versatile coffee table, showcasing modern 

design with intriguing upholstery. The curated color palette complements various interior 

styles, offering a harmonious blend of aesthetics and comfort. Varied in sizes and shapes, 

the poufs fit together seamlessly, creating a cohesive and adaptable coffee table. Whether 

in vibrant hues or neutral tones, the upholstery adds personality to your space. With the 

flexibility to rearrange for different seating configurations, this modular furniture is a 

practical yet creative centerpiece for your living room.

the fam

48''W X 24''D X 20H
Price upon the request 



Alluring DJ booth that effortlessly combines luxury and 

practicality. Supported by meticulously chosen marble 

legs in Nero Marroquina, the floating foundation exudes 

a timeless opulence. The modern design offers both 

stability and visual appeal, with a sleek surface of 

exquisite white wash eye bird wood adding a warm and 

inviting contrast to the cool marble below. Designed 

with functionality in mind, the booth provides ample 

space for DJ equipment. This masterfully crafted DJ 

booth, marrying sophisticated materials and practical 

design, effortlessly commands attention in any setting.

the beat dj

58'' W X 22''D X 45 3/4'' H
Price upon the request



A sophisticated corner light fixture designed to 

elevate your space with a touch of modern 

elegance. Crafted from premium aluminum or 

stain steal material, this fixture seamlessly 

blends luxury with contemporary design. The 

sleek profile fits snugly into any corner, 

optimizing space and casting a warm, ambient 

glow that transforms the atmosphere. The 

magic lies in the cutting-edge LED technology 

discreetly embedded at the back of the fixture. 

Emitting a soft, diffused light, the LEDs create a 

captivating play of shadows, adding depth and 

dimension to your room.

mirage corner light

90''W X 90''W X 48''H
Price upon the request
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Blurring the boundaries between sculpture and functional design, Bea Pernia 

is known for her ability to push the limits of materials in unique and 

thought-provoking ways while developing organic forms.

By merging materials into stunning structured assemblages, she mixes rocks 

and woods that add their healing energy to any space.

Her purpose is to transmit a harmonious and positive environment. This sharp 

construction combines a turquoise mineral rock with natural oak wood, 

creating a multifunctional desk or dining table that seats up to six people



The Beloco round table has 

been created with the 

purpose of connecting 

nature’s healing properties to 

our daily lives. The oak wood 

top has been embedded in 

the marble to preserve its 

natural form. It can be used as 

a dining table or as a unique 

piece to add character to any 

room.

beloco 



atus desk



Adding nature to the work 

station, crossing the lines 

between functionality and 

design, Atus desk has been 

created as a statement 

piece to be part of your 

home/office. Incorporating 

two soft closing drawers 

and plenty of top surface 

space. 



murano pendant
IN COLLABORATION WITH VENINI 



Bemons chair  is a unique piece 

of marble chosen from a quarry 

in Portugal. This chair is a 

statement piece for any 

environment or can be part of a 

dining set. Made of marble and 

Siberian faux fur, this chair is 

considered a sustainable piece.

bemons
chair



The Long Atus lounge chair is the ideal piece of 

furniture for an indoor or outdoor resting area. 

Made of weathered teak and marble found in 

Portugal quarries, this assemblage is sustainable 

and weather resistant.

long atus lounge



High Atus chair was designed with a 

vision of the strength of raw marble 

found in a quarry in Portugal touching a 

solid black walnut seat. This artistic and 

organic chair can be part of a dining set 

or stand alone. 

high atus chair



Interlove could be used as a bench or a coffee table. It 

is the perfect piece to have in a foyer or in your living 

room as a unique addition.Made of white solid oak and 

marble found in Portugal’s quarries, this piece is 

considered a sustainable product.

interlove bench



Z Atus is a provocative art talking piece, exposing the raw 

marble veins with an embedded wood top. It is the perfect 

addition to a living room or a bedroom. Composed of 

sustainable materials found in Portugal quarries.

z atus - side table



Blurring the boundaries between sculpture and functional design, Bea Pernia 

is known for her ability to push the limits of materials in unique and 

thought-provoking ways while developing organic forms.

By merging materials into stunning structured assemblages, she mixes rocks 

and woods that add their healing energy to any space.

Her purpose is to transmit a harmonious and positive environment. This sharp 

construction combines a turquoise mineral rock with natural oak wood, 

creating a multifunctional desk or dining table that seats up to six people

Z atus is a provocative art talking

Piece, exposing the raw marble veins 

with an embedded wood top. It is the 

perfect addition to a living room or a 

bedroom. Composed of sustainable 

materials    found    in    portugal 

quarries.

atus 
console table



The beloco has been created to bring 

a touch of nature’s healing properties 

into the home. Designed as a side 

table, beloco baby can also be used 

as a coffee table composition along 

with another baby beloco piece.

beloco baby



Circle of Love
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circle 
of 
love 
bench



curve side tables 
with brass inlay



7
Console table

 WOOD AND BRASS DETAILS  



BEAT FURNITURE
Collection - 2023

2022
ICONIC AWARD
AWARD WINNER. 

INNOVATIVE INTERIOR CATEGORY / FURNITURE. 

“HIGH ATUS CHAIR”

2021
MUSE DESIGN AWARDS
CATEGORY: INTERIOR DESIGN

SUB-CATEGORY: RESTAURANTS AND BARS 

PROJECT: HIYAKAWA

SEPTEMBER 2021.

HONORABLE MENTION. 
PROJECT HIYAKAWA

SEPTEMBER 2021.

BUILD ARCHITECTURE AWARDS 2021
“MOST CREATIVE INTERIOR DESIGN COMPANY

FLORIDA & BEST HOSPITALITY 

INTERIOR DESIGN PROJECT - FLORIDA” 

PROJECT: HIYAKAWA 

2020
BAR AND RESTAURANT DESIGN AWARD
LONDON/ AMARE RESTAURANT DESIGN / CEILING

CATEGORY / MIAMI. 

SHORTLISTED

2012
HERITAGE AWARD 
WINNER IN THE CITY OF MIAMI BEACH / ARTIST

2023

DESIGN MIAMI  / THE BEAT FURNITURE COLLECTION

2013

ALCOVA MILANO / THE ART OF FORMATION COLLECTION

2021

DESIGN MIAMI / ATUS FURNITURE COLLECTION

2018

FAENA FORUM / FURNITURE INSTALLATION

2018

AQUA/ ART MIAMI / FURNITURE PIECE

2017

BASS MUSEUM / INTERACTIVE ART INSTALLATION

AWARDS ACTIVATION / ART BASEL





@beainteriorsdesign

email. info@beainteriorsdesign.com

address. 6301 Biscayne Blvd. Ste. 103 Miami FL 33138

www.beainteriorsdesign.com


